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Data Processing
Agreement
Ivory Studio B.V.

Comprised of:
Part 1. Data Pro statement
Part 2. Standard Clauses for Data processing

Part 1: Data Pro Statement
Along with the Standard Clauses for Data Processing, this Data Pro Statement constitutes the data processing
agreement for the product or service provided by the company that has drawn up this Data Pro Statement.

General information
1.

This Data Pro Statement was drawn up by the following Data Processor:
Ivory Studio B.V.
Edisonbaan 14
3439 MN Nieuwegein
The Netherlands
If you have any queries about this Data Pro Statement or data protection in general, please contact:
Legal Department
legal@ivoryvideo.com
+31 (0) 853 034 813

2.

This Data Pro Statement shall enter into force on 2021-12-09 (v1.0)
We regularly revise the security measures described in this Data Pro Statement to ensure that we are
always fully prepared and up to date with regard to data protection. If this document is updated, we shall
notify you of the revised versions through our regular channels.
This Data Pro Statement applies to the following products and services provided by data processor
Ivory Studio | Interactive Video Platform

3.

Description of product/service A
Web-based software Ivory Studio (SaaS); a full-service solution for creating, sharing and analysing
interactive and personalised video
Intended use
Product/service A was designed and built to process the following types of data:
●

Regular personal data.

●

When this product/service was designed, the possibility that it would be used to process special
categories of personal data or data regarding criminal convictions and offences or personal numbers
issued by the government was not taken into account.

4.

Data processor uses the Data Processing Standard Clauses for data processing, which are attached
to the Agreement as an addendum.

5.

The data processor shall process the personal data provided by its clients within/ the EU/EEA.

6.

Data processor uses the following sub-processors:
Golden Value

Privacy policy
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7.

Scalia

Privacy policy

Zoho One

Privacy policy

Sendgrid

Privacy Policy

Slack

Privacy Policy

Hotjar

Privacy Policy

Microsoft (Office 365)

Privacy Policy

Once an agreement with a client has been terminated, data processor shall delete personal data it
processes on behalf of client within [three months], in such a manner that they shall no longer be
able to be used and shall be rendered inaccessible.

8.

Data processor shall deliver support for requests from data subjects. It is possible for data subjects
to create a ticket for the helpdesk and request for access, modification, export, deletion.

Security policy
9.

Data processor has implemented the following security measures to protect its product or service:
Content Delivery Network
This network can efficiently distribute content and provide relief on the overall infrastructure of a party that
delivers content.
Object Storage
This solution provides assurance of scalability and availability. In addition to capacity, the redundancy
spread across the data center enables Scalia, and therefore us, to meet the availability of data undisturbed
in the event of loss of entire regions.
Container Hosting
Thanks to this service, applications can automatically scale to end-user demand. The user always has
sufficient capacity to absorb expected and unexpected load on the applications.
Additional measures
Our hosting with automated pipelines and automatic security updates ensures that our environment can
store the data stably and securely via an encrypted way. Access is only possible via the internal network
with Firewall behind it, so that it is well shielded. The distributed setup ensures that each domain has its own
defined piece of security for an extra divided responsibility over the data that is stored, so that we prevent
bugs and any data corruption.
We take the protection of your data seriously and take appropriate measures to prevent misuse, loss,
unauthorized access, unwanted disclosure and unauthorized modification. We have taken the following
measures to protect your personal data:
•

Servers and devices of our employees are equipped with the latest updates and security software, such
as a firewall.
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•

We only send your data via secure internet connections (SSL/TLS). You can see this in the address bar
'https' and the padlock.

•

All employees of data processor who have access to personal data are trained in the careful handling of
your data.

10.

Data processor conforms to the principles of the following Information Security Management
System (ISMS):
We work according to the ISO 27001 standard and use OWASP principles

Data breach protocol
11.

In the unfortunate event something does go wrong, data processor shall follow the following data
breach protocol to ensure that clients are notified of incidents:

If there is a data breach, Data processor will inform the client about this. It strives to do so within 48 hours
after it has discovered this data breach, or as soon as possible after it has been informed about it by its subprocessors.

Data processor will provide the client with the information that the client reasonably needs to assess
whether to make a correct and complete report to the Dutch Data Protection Authority and possibly the
person (s) involved in the context of the obligation to report data leaks or Data processor will forward the
report of its sub-processor to the client. Data processor also keeps the processor informed of the measures
taken by her, or her sub-processor, as a result of the data breach.

The notification of data breaches to the Dutch Data Protection Authority and (possibly) the person(s)
involved is always the client's own responsibility.
Keeping a register of data breaches is always the client's own responsibility.

Part 2: Standard Clauses for Data Processing
Version: November 2019
Along with the Data Pro Statement, these standard clauses constitute the data processing agreement. They also
constitute an annex to the Agreement and to the appendices to this Agreement, e.g. any general terms and
conditions which may apply.
Article 1. Definitions
The following terms have the following meanings ascribed to them in the present Standard Clauses for Data
Processing, in the Data Pro Statement and in the Agreement:
1.1 Dutch Data Protection Authority (AP): the supervisory authority defined in Section 4.21 of the GDPR.
1.2 GDPR: the General Data Protection Regulation.
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1.3 Data Processor: the party which, in its capacity as an ICT supplier, processes Personal Data on behalf of its
Client as part of the performance of the Agreement.
1.4 Data Pro Statement: a statement issued by the Data Processor in which it provides information such as the
intended use of its products and/or services, any security measures which have been implemented, subprocessors, data breach, certification and dealing with the rights of Data Subjects.
1.5 Data Subject: a natural person who can be identified, directly or indirectly.
1.6 Client: the party on whose behalf Data Processor processes Personal Data. Client can either be the
controller (the party who determines the purpose and means of the processing) or another data processor.
1.7 Agreement: the agreement concluded between Client and Data Processor, based on which the ICT supplier
provides services and/or products to Client, the data processing agreement forming part of this agreement.
1.8 Personal Data any and all information regarding a natural person who has been or can be identified, as
defined in Article 4.1 of the GDPR, processed by Data Processor to meet its requirements under the
Agreement.
1.9 Data Processing Agreement: the present Standard Clauses for Data Processing , which, together with Data
Processor's Data Pro Statement (or similar such information), constitute the data processing agreement
within the meaning of Article 28.3 of the GDPR.
Article 2. General provisions
2.1 The present Standard Clauses for Data Processing apply to all Personal Data processing operations carried
out by Data Processor in providing its products and services, as well as to all Agreements and offers. The
applicability of Client's data processing agreements is explicitly rejected.
2.2 The Data Pro Statement, and particularly the security measures described in it, may be adapted from time to
time to changing circumstances by Data Processor. Data Processor shall notify Client in the event of
significant revisions. If Client in all reasonableness cannot agree to the revisions, Client shall be entitled to
terminate the data processing agreement in writing, stating its reasons for doing so, within thirty days of
having been served notice of the revisions.
2.3 Data Processor shall process the Personal Data on behalf of Client, in accordance with the written
instructions provided by Client and accepted by Data Processor.
2.4 Client or its customer shall serve as the controller within the meaning of the GDPR, shall have control over
the processing of the Personal Data and shall determine the purpose and means of processing the Personal
Data.
2.5 Data Processor shall serve as the processor within the meaning of the GDPR and shall therefore not
determine the purpose and means of processing the Personal Data, and shall not make any decisions on the
use of the Personal Data and other such matters.
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2.6 Data Processor shall implement the GDPR as laid down in the present Standard Clauses for Data
Processing, the Data Pro Statement and the Agreement. It is up to Client to assess, on the basis of this
information, whether Data Processor is providing sufficient guarantees with regard to the implementation of
appropriate technical and organisational measures in order to ensure that the processing operations meet the
requirements of the GDPR and that Data Subjects' rights are sufficiently protected.
2.7 Client shall guarantee Data Processor that it acts in accordance with the GDPR, that it provides a high level
of protection for its systems and infrastructure at all time, that the nature, use and/or processing of the
Personal Data are not unlawful and that they do not violate any third party's rights.
2.8 Administrative fines imposed on Client by the Dutch Data Protection Authority cannot be recovered from Data
Processor.
Article 3. Security
3.1 Data Processor shall implement the technical and organisational security measures set out in its Data Pro
Statement. In implementing the technical and organisational security measures, Data Processor shall take
into account the state of the art and the costs of implementation, as well as the nature, scope, context and
purposes of the processing and the intended use of its products and services, and the risk in processing the
data of varying likelihood and severity inherent to the rights and freedoms of Data Subjects that are to be
expected considering the nature of the intended use of Data Processor's products and services.
3.2 Unless explicitly stated otherwise in the Data Pro Statement, the products and services provided by Data
Processor shall not be equipped to process special categories of personal data or data relating to criminal
convictions and offences.
3.3 Data Processor seeks to ensure that the security measures it shall implement are appropriate for the manner
in which Data Processor intends to use the products and services.
3.4 In Client's opinion, said security measures provide a level of security that is tailored to the risk inherent in the
processing of the Personal Data used or provided by Client, taking into account the factors referred to in
Article 3.1.
3.5 Data Processor shall be entitled to adjust the security measures it has implemented if to its discretion such is
necessary for a continued provision of an appropriate level of security. Data Processor shall record any
significant adjustments it chooses to make, e.g. in a revised Data Pro Statement, and shall notify Client of
said adjustments where relevant.
3.6 Client may request Data Processor to implement further security measures. Data Processor shall not be
obliged to honour such requests to adjust its security measures. If Data Processor makes any adjustments to
its security measures at Client's request, Data Processor is entitled to invoice Client for the costs associated
with said adjustments. Data Processor shall not be required to actually implement the requested security
measures until both Parties have agreed upon them in writing. .
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Article 4. Data breaches
4.1 Data Processor does not guarantee that its security measures shall be effective under all circumstances. If
Data Processor discovers a data breach within the meaning of Article 4 sub 12 of the GDPR, it shall notify
Client without undue delay. The "Data Breach Protocol" section of the Data Pro Statement outlines the way in
which Data Processor shall notify Client of data breaches.
4.2 It is up to the Controller (the Client or its customer) to assess whether the data breach of which Data
Processor has notified the Controller must be reported to the Dutch Data Protection Authority or to the Data
Subject concerned. The Controller (Client or its customer) shall at all times remain responsible for reporting
data breaches which must be reported to the Dutch Data Protection Authority and/or Data Subjects pursuant
to Articles 33 and 34 of the GDPR. Data Processor is not obliged to report data breaches to the Dutch Data
Protection Authority and/or to the Data Subject.
4.3 Where necessary, Data Processor shall provide further information on the data breach and shall assist Client
to meet its breach notification requirements within the meaning of Articles 33 and 34 of the GDPR by
providing all the necessary information available to Data Processor.
4.4 If Data Processor incurs any reasonable costs in doing so, it is entitled invoice Client for these, at the rates
applicable at the time.
Article 5. Confidentiality
5.1 Data Processor shall ensure that the persons processing Personal Data acting under its authority have
committed themselves to confidentiality.
5.2 Data Processor shall be entitled to provide third parties with Personal Data if and insofar as such is
necessary due to a court order, statutory provision or order issued by a competent government authority.
5.3 Any and all access and/or identification codes, certificates, information regarding access and/or password
policies provided by Data Processor to Client, and any and all information provided by Data Processor to
Client detailing the technical and organisational security measures included in the Data Pro Statement are
confidential and shall be treated as such by Client and shall only be disclosed to authorised employees of
Client. Client shall ensure that its employees comply with the requirements described in this article.

Article 6. Term and termination
6.1 This data processing agreement constitutes part of the Agreement, and any new or subsequent agreement
arising from it and shall enter into force at the time of the conclusion of the Agreement and shall remain
effective for an indefinite period.
6.2 This data processing agreement shall end by operation of law upon termination of the Agreement or upon
termination of any new or subsequent agreement arising from it between parties.
6.3 If the data processing agreement is terminated, Data Processor shall delete all Personal Data it currently
stores and which it has obtained from Client within the timeframe laid down in the Data Pro Statement, in
such a way that the Personal Data can no longer be used and shall have been rendered inaccessible.
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Alternatively, if such has been agreed, Data Processor shall return the Personal Data to Client in a machinereadable format.
6.4 If Data Processor incurs any costs associated with the provisions of Article 6.3, it shall be entitled to invoice
Client for said costs. Further arrangements relating to this subject can be laid down in the Data Pro
Statement.
6.5 The provisions of Article 6.3 do not apply if Data Processor is prevented from removing or returning the
Personal Data in full or in part by a statutory provision. In such instances, Data Processor shall only continue
to process the Personal Data insofar as such is necessary by virtue of its statutory obligations. Furthermore,
the provisions of Article 6.3 shall not apply if Data Processor is the Controller of the Personal Data within the
meaning of the GDPR.
Article 7. The rights of Data Subjects, Data Protection Impact Assessments (DPIA) and auditing rights
7.1 Where possible, Data Processor shall cooperate with reasonable requests made by Client relating to Data
Subjects who invoke their rights from Client. If Data Processor is directly approached by a Data Subject, it
shall refer the Data Subject to Client where possible.
7.2 If Client is required to carry out a Data Protection Impact Assessment or a subsequent consultation within the
meaning of Articles 35 and 36 of the GDPR, Data Processor shall cooperate with such, following a
reasonable request to do so.
7.3 Data Processor shall be able to demonstrate its compliance with its requirements under the data processing
agreement by means of a valid Data Processing Certificate or an equivalent certificate or audit report (thirdparty memorandum) issued by an independent expert.
7.4 In addition, at Client's request, Data Processor shall provide all other information that is reasonably required
to demonstrate compliance with the arrangements made in this data processing agreement. If, in spite of the
foregoing, Client has grounds to believe that the Personal Data are not processed in accordance with the
data processing agreement, Client shall be entitled to have an audit performed (at its own expense) not more
than once every year by an independent, certified, external expert who has demonstrable experience with the
type of data processing operations carried out under the Agreement. The scope of the audit shall be limited
to verifying that Data Processor is complying with the arrangements made regarding the processing of the
Personal Data as set forth in the present data processing agreement. The expert shall be subject to a duty of
confidentiality with regard to his/her findings and shall only notify Client of matters which cause Data
Processor to fail to comply with its obligations under the data processing agreement. The expert shall furnish
Data Processor with a copy of his/her report. Data Processor shall be entitled to reject an audit or instruction
issued by the expert if to its discretion the audit or instruction is inconsistent with the GDPR or any other law,
or that it constitutes an unacceptable breach of the security measures it has implemented.
7.5 The parties shall consult each other on the findings of the report at their earliest convenience. The parties
shall implement the measures for improvement suggested in the report insofar as they can be reasonably
expected to do so. Data Processor shall implement the proposed measures for improvement insofar as to its
discretion such are appropriate, taking into account the processing risks associated with its product or
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service, the state of the art, the costs of implementation, the market in which it operates, and the intended
use of the product or service.
7.6 Data Processor shall be entitled to invoice Client for any costs it incurs in implementing the measures
referred to in this article.
Article 8. Sub-processors
8.1 Data Processor has specified in the Data Pro Statement whether Data Processor uses any third parties
(subprocessors) to help it process the Personal Data, and if so, which third parties.
8.2 Client hereby authorises Data Processor to hire other sub-processors to meet its obligations under the
Agreement.
8.3 Data Processor shall notify Client of any changes concerning the addition or replacement of the third parties
(sub-processors) hired by Data Processor, e.g. through a revised Data Pro Statement. Client shall be entitled
to object to such changes . Data Processor shall ensure that any third parties it hires shall commit to ensuring
the same level of Personal Data protection as the security level Data Processor is bound to provide to the
Client pursuant to the Data Pro Statement.
Article 9. Other provisions
These Standard Clauses for Data Processing, along with the Data Pro Statement, constitute an integral part of
the Agreement. Therefore, any and all rights and obligations arising from the Agreement, including any applicable
general terms and conditions and/or limitations of liability, shall also apply to the data processing agreement.
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